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From the Xunzi by Xun Kuang
Confucian philosopher 

(314 - 235 B.C.)

“Tell me, and I forget.
Show me, and I may remember.
Involve me, and I understand”

“Students need a happy teacher who’s 
gonna make them excited”

From a Prof. Feyman tweet

WHY EXPERIMENTS?



Experiencing Economics

We have found that conducting economic experiments is an 
effective way of getting students to use economics to think 
about the world around them. Students have no problem 
grasping the rules for the experiments and love getting 

involved in economic situations, and then figuring out what 
happened. Better still, is that they do not always play as 

rationally as they might, providing the opportunity to learn 
from their own and others’ mistakes.

WHY EXPERIMENTS?



WARM-UP EXPERIMENT

Open a browser 

(preferable Firefox or Chrome)

Smartphone Tablet Computer



LOGIN

2.
3.
4.

6.

https://classex.uni-passau.de/

5. Password:  DEE2021

1. Accept cookies

https://classex.uni-
passau.de/bin/index.php?a
utomatic=IXg0bDNWCshS
qYeILGEhDg

Three alternatives to login



Everybody here?
LOGIN



ECON CLASS EXPERIMENTS

CLASSEX

EXPERIENCING ECONOMICS



CLASSEX: AN ONLINE TOOL TO RUN  INTERACTIVE EXPERIMENTS

Freeware: free for the instructor, free for the students

Flexible: use ready-made, share, modify, or create experiments

Real-time feedback: prof-stud. and stud-stud.

https://classex.uni-passau.de



https://www.core-econ.org/experiencing-economics/



EXPERIENCING 
ECONOMICS CLASSEX

COREECON
TEXTBOOKS

Experiencing Economics is designed 
to provide you with pre-programmed 
self-contained experiments that can 
be run immediately, plus a complete 
set of materials to help you maximize 
the benefits of using experiments in 
your teaching.
• Introductory course
• Topic course
• Experimental method course
• …

EXPERIENCING ECONOMICS:  A FREE ONLINE BOOK OF THE CORE-PROJECT



EXPERIENCING ECONOMICS: A PUBLIC GOOD GAME

Timing: 10-15’ + instructions
Resources: browser
Number of participants: >8

Detailed instructions
Advanced settings (optional)
Cheat sheet

INSTRUCTOR STUDENT

Predictions &
What might go differently

A guide for the after-the-
experiment discussion

Actual experience from 
instructors who have used the 
experiment

dedicated webpage and PDF
Giamattei, M. and Llavador, H. (2020). ‘Public goods game’ Unit 1 of The CORE Team, Experiencing Economics.
Available at https://www.core-econ.org.

https://www.core-econ.org/


A PUBLIC GOOD GAME

Instructions

Based on Benedikt Herrman, Christian Thöni, Simon Gächter. 2008. “Antisocial Punishment 
Across Societies” Science Vol. 319 (5868):1362-1367
Covered in Section 4.7 in The Economy and Sections 2.9 in Economy, Society, and Public Policy

Giamattei, M. and Llavador, H. (2020). ‘Public goods game’ Unit 1 of The CORE Team, Experiencing Economics.
Available at https://www.core-econ.org.

PAYOFFS = YOUR TOTAL TOKENS AT THE END OF THE GAME

https://www.core-econ.org/


SCREENSHOTS

Figure 1.10. Average contributions without punishments. Session ran online at 
Pompeu Fabra University on 6 October 2020 with a group of 99 first-year 
students.



A PUBLIC GOOD GAME WITH PENALTIES

Instructions for Stage 2: penalties

Based on Benedikt Herrman, Christian Thöni, Simon Gächter. 2008. “Antisocial Punishment 
Across Societies” Science Vol. 319 (5868):1362-1367
Covered in Section 4.7 in The Economy and Sections 2.9 in Economy, Society, and Public Policy

Giamattei, M. and Llavador, H. (2020). ‘Public goods game’ Unit 1 of The CORE Team, Experiencing Economics.
Available at https://www.core-econ.org.

https://www.core-econ.org/


STUDENT’S SCREENSHOTS WITH PENALTIES



OUTCOMES

Figure 1.10 Average contributions without punishments (left graph) and with punishments (right graph). 
Game played online at Pompeu Fabra University on 6 October 2020 with a group of 99 first-year students.





ECON CLASS EXPERIMENTS

https://econclassexperiments.com/



ECON CLASS EXPERIMENTS



OTHER READY-MADE EXPERIMENTS IN CLASSEX

…

MICROECONOMICS

STANDARD GAMES

MACROECONOMICS

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS



• Do I need to be an experimental economist to use 
experiments in my teaching?

NO!
Experiments as a teaching tool ≠ Research experiments.

The objective of the experiments is to replicate a known result.
However, there is much to learn from experiments that fail 
to deliver the expected result by searching the cause of its
different result:
incentives, attention, market power …

• Online or in-the-classroom?
• How many students in a group?
• Incentives – Frustration/Fairness – Picaresque

• Small weight for outcomes is enough to generate incentives
• Reputation works as an incentive

• What if something goes “wrong”?

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS



Last comments
• Experiments engage students and facilitate the 

understanding of abstract concepts (experiential learning)

• But running experiments is not enough

–Discussions before, during and after the experiment 
must force students to think and must be designed to 
help them in their thinking.

–Even better if experiments go with tasks that make 
students reflect and discover on their own the main 
findings.

• Experiments introduce a dynamic that keeps the 
professor engaged and makes teaching a fun experience.



It is important to design your course so that it 
will be interesting to teach. 

Using experiments not only engage students 
but also help us to discover or to recover the 

joy of teaching

WHY EXPERIMENTS?



Thank you

humberto.llavador@upf.edu


